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RESTORATION AND

CON S E R VAT ION
of the Antique, Oriental and Occidental

A few examples of work undertaken

BRONZES, BUHL, CERAMICS, ENAMELS, IVORY
CARVINGS, JADES, MOTHER OF PEARL, ORMOLll,
MARBLES, OBJETS D'RT, SNllFFS, TORTOISE-SHELL

AND WORKS OF ART

Restorers to the leading Museums

G. GARBE
2 3 CHARLOTTE STREET
LONDON W. r MUSeum 126$
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Editorial

Since the last C,'alendar was published
there have been some noteworthy pur-
chases and both the Art Gallery and
Temple Newsam have been enriched
thereby. Getting the Gandolfi, noticed
elsewhere in this issue, at a price within
our means was something of a triumph. It
must be added in the same breath, how-
ever, that it would have eaten up practic-
»lly the whole year's purchase fund if we
h»d not been given a 40 per cent grant
through the X'ictoria and Albert Museum.
The painting was bought at the sale, m»de
famous outside the art world for the
spectacular prices that some of the Duke
of Leeds'ictures fetched, »nd kept in the
public eve by the sad demise of the Goya
procured by the National Gallery. Sales
are» chancy business for public institu-
tions, which are only too likely to be pipped
at the last fence, but in this case we were
lucky; perhaps by the time our picture
came under the hammer most of the money
had been spent or the dealers may merely
have paused for breath. The painting is
in fine state, it had never been relined
or attacked in any way by nineteenth-
century restorers it seems and even the
selvage edge of the canvas is still there.
Much more important, the paint layer
is undamaged and after the removal of a
thin coating of dirt the brilliance of the
artist's colour scheme can be enjoyed to
the full. Its home will be the Art Gallery
where as a general, if flexible, rule the best
pictures are now shown. The four chairs
acquired for Temple Newsam are also
staggeringly well preserved, their shapely
walnut legs support needlework seats and
backs which are practically unfaded and
therefore show very clearly the bold yet
subtle taste of the 1720's. Even the
webbing beneath the seats and the cotton
backings are original. They are to be seen
in the Blue Damask room where they are
in excellent company.

The season of generally less inclement
weather started propitiously for the Art
Collections Fund with a new venture.
The trip to Amsterdam organised by the
Social Secretary, Mrs. Gilchrist, went
smoothly from start to finish and although
much "visual experience" was packed into
» few hours little strain was felt because
there was time to eat well and even to
think. It v;as in fact a masterpiece of
arrangement which for this reason looked
simple enough. The Annual General
Meeting this year was r»ther a special
affair too; members werc honoured by the
presence of their new President, H.R.H.
the Princess Royal, and Stephen Spender
talked»bout some of the joys»nd hazards
of l>u)ing pictures to please oneself. His
poet's approach could well l>e described
as refreshing and was in many ways very
different from that of the artist or the art-
critic or the straight collector with all of
whom perhaps most of us are more familiar.
It all goes to show how good it is to get
different sorts of people to address us-
provided, of course, that they are of the
calibre of Mr. Spender —-but to say this is
to put one's finger on the problem.
Staff changes and preparations for the

Festival Exhibitions have delayed the pro-
duction of this issue of the Galendar, but
it is very much hoped that once things
settle down more regular publication will
be possible. John Bradshaw came to Leeds
in July as the first holder of the new post
ofKeeper of the Art Gallery. He and John
Sweetman, the Curator of the Print Room
and Art Library, now hold the fort in the
city while at Temple Newsam Christopher
Gilbert arrived a few weeks ago to replace
Geoffrey Beard. No doubt most members
already know that Mr. Beard, who used
to do so much work on the Calendar, went
to the Bronte Museum as Curator in May;
he is very much missed, but at least he has
stayed near enough to be called neighbour.
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An Important Acquisition for Leeds
Gaetano Gandolfi (x73g—x8oa) Christ and the Neon<an taken in Adultery

Oil on canvas, 37 x 44 inches

Exhibited at Bologna, Mostra del Settecento Bolo~r<exe, 193', Sala 9, no 9, then in the
possession of Cav. Prof. Salvatore Romano, Florence. Sold Sotheby's, 14th June 19file
illustrated in catalogue, p. 3s. Bought with the aid of a grant from the Victoria and
Albert Xluseum.

Gaetano Gandolfi was a member of a
celebrated family of painters living in
eighteenth-century Bologna. First taught
by his elder brother, UIbaldo, and by
Frcole Lclli, his style ~ as much influenced
by Tiepolo whose work he saw during a
stay in Venice about 1760. This accluisi-
tion therefore shows a blending of the
academic Bolognese tradition with the
light and freedom of the Venetian's

manner. When cleaned it will be on show
in the Queen's Room, where it will be
possible to compare it with the other works
of the later Venetian and Bolognese
schools, as an example combining the
final phase of both, and thereby <.nlarg-
ing the representation of this group xvhich
has become such an important feature of
the collection.



Sold
by Quentin Bell

In the basement of our City Art Gallery
and in similar basements all over the
country there are large, heavy canvases
in large, heavy gold frames, depicting, for
the most part, large, heavy subjects with
large, heavy titles: Lancastrianfugitives after
the battle ofDoncaster taking refuge in a church,
by Augustus Turnbull, R.A.; St. Monica
reading the gospels to St. Augustine, Hippo,
A.D. 390, by Sir Richard Entwistle, R.A.,
Alderman Sir Bagvvash-Parker, K.c.B. LL.D.,
R.s.v.p., etc., to invent a few. Go down into
the dusty arcana of a provincial gallery
(or the Tate for that matter) and there
inspect these strange, improbable saurians
of a remote age: but it is barely worth the
trouble; better to buy an old copy of the
Art journal, Art or The Studio; it will yield
horrid delights. Yes, delights, for whereas
we may turn away with no feelings save a
mild disinterest from the vapid renderings
of dappled meadows (In the C,'otsvvolds, Sum-
mer's Eve) or minor personages (Mildred,
fifth daughter of Algernon Bulkhead, Esp.) it is
impossible not to pause before some of the
grander absurdities, as for instance Retri-
bution by Edward Armitage (this is a real
one and may be found in the City Art
Gallery). For who can fail to observe with
interest —with solicitude even the mortal
combat between such a very inoffensive
tiger and such a very aggressive female-
she represents (I suspect) the Honourable
East India Company adding another
chapter to the history of British Imperial-
ism in 1857.
Armitage, a pupil of Delaroche, won a

prize in that Westminster competition
which ended so sadly for Benjamin Hay-
don. He followed up the success of Retri-
bution v ith 7 he Remorse ofjudas: he painted
The Feast of Herod, he became an A.R.A.,
he was a success, he made money.. He can-
not be considered a very good artist and
the reason why we are, after all, arrested
momentarily arrested by his work is on

the whole historical and sociological rather
than aesthetic. There is here a quality of
artless absurdity, of transparent nonsense,
which you will not find in more consider-

able productions, a quality which makes
the picture 'date'nd therefore makes it
historically interesting in a way that a
Cezanne still-life is not. Nevertheless he
sold and Leeds wanted him.
This is the sad, the exasperating thing,

this it is that makes one indulge in day
dreams of miraculous acquisitions and im-
possible purchases. Consider the case of
Fixing the site in an early church altar by John
Pettie. It was purchased for $220 in the
year 1900, and today it is worth —perhaps
/20. You cannot really blame the gallery
or the committee of that day, they were
buying something that everybody agreed
was first rate, real art, the kind of thing
that Leeds could be proud of, that future
Leodiensians would take their children
to see and to admire (they couldn't know
that this would necessitate a visit to the
basement). It would be quite wrong then
to blame them; let us rather congratulate
those who had the foresight, in 1937, to
buy a Derain for f„160which would today
fetch about $15,000, or those who in 1945
persuaded the Leeds Art Collections Fund
to buy Renoir's Apres le Bain for what, in
the present state of the market, would be
accounted a 'song'.

Nevertheless it is impossible not to feel
that the money that was spent in 1900 on a
Pettie might have been better bestowed.
An enterprising and audacious purchaser
in 1902 might have gone to Paris, visited
Le Pere Tanguy and returned with twenty
Van Gogh's, a Seurat or two and a
Gauguin; he would still have plenty of
change in his notebook. Imagine then, that
these purchases had been made on behalf
of Leeds Art Gallery. Imagine that they
had been accepted. But, alas, here the
claim upon your inventive powers is too
great, not even in a day dream would an
art gallery committee have accepted such
pictures in the days when they were still
the work of a few outrageous eccentrics.
It is far easier to imagine the kind of
remarks with which the gift would have
been refused: 'childish nonsense
strange foreign stuff... immoral... the



2.
Retribution —Indian
Mutiny 1857—by
Edvaard Armitage, R.A.
(1817-1896)
114 x 105 inches.
Given bv the artist, 1858.

fellows must be crazy... I wouldn't like
to have that kind of thing in my house...
which way up is it supposed to be...we
have a responsibility to the public... we
should look

ridiculous....'las,

who look ridiculous now? I am
informed that a gallery in the West Riding
was offered a Picasso not thirty years ago
and rejected it on the score of arguments
such as these. Today I do not imagine that
there is a gallery in the country that would
reject the offer of a Picasso, nor is there a
single one (apart from the Tate) that
could afford to buy one.

'Seven wealthy towns contend for
Homer dead,

Through which the living Homer
begged his

bread.'he

fable is old and trite: it suggests a
moral of the most obvious kind: 'don't be
scared of modernity'. Today's rebels are
tomorrow's masters and have been ever
since Rembrandt first started shocking the
public with 'modern art'.

But if the moral is so clear, can we not
profit by it? Why shouldn't our galleries,
or even we ourselves, lay aside a few
pounds, sally out eh'e Pere 7anguy, buy a
few shockingly revolutionary paintings,
and then watch them appreciate? The
first step is to discover who are the shock-
ing young painters —it's easy enough. De
Stael, Dubuffet, Tapies, Pollock, De Koon-
ing, Rothko they are all splendidly out-
rageous. The next thing is to discover
father Tanguy's little shop; here our
difficulties start. He seems to have gone out
of business. We may, to be sure, discover
some little one-horse colour merchant who
will also sell a picture, but he does not
stock the works that we seek. We find them
in a very different kind of establishment, a
sanctuary austerely decorated, judiciously
illuminated, rich in ankle-deep carpets
and haughtily beautiful secretaries. The
owner, when we can tear him from his
telephone conversations with Bonn or New
York, replies to our enquiry by mentioning



a price which ends the conversation.
We perceive then that 'modernity',

iconoclasm, outrageousness, is by no
means a drug on the market, certainly we
can find young painters who have all these
qualities in abundance and who would
be only too glad to dispose of their works
for very small sums and perhaps they may
be men of genius—but their noncon-
formity seems to be no guide to their
essential qualities. Indeed the very word
'nonconformity's becoming a misnomer,
witness the Xeu> Torker cartoon depicting
a young man throwing l>ucketsful of paint
at a canvas while his wife sadly asks him
why 'he has to be nonconformist like all
the other

artists?'n

short, it would appear that in this
instance, as in every other, hindsight is
useless, there is no easy formula the appli-
cation of which will enable committees or
private purchasers to anticipate a rise in
prices. The very fact that so man> people
have learnt the artistic lessons of the past
hundred years has spoiled the market.
Moreover, can we be quite sure that

the lessons have been learnt or that they
are as simple as we might suppose? The
great 'establishment'ainters of the last
century are rejected by the critics of our.
own age because, in fact, they 'conformed',
they flattered the taste of'heir contem-
poraries, accepting a standard of beauty
which, as we can now see, was banal and
trivial. That which made them so wildly
successful in their own age makes them
seem absurd to us. But supposing that the
revolutionary yet popular artists of our
own time owe their present celebrity to a
temporary enthusiasm such as that which
their forefathers enjoyed? Is it not possible
that Mr X and Mr Y may, in fifty years
time, appear no better to a discerning
public than Armitage or Pettie? Imagine
the condition of a gallery which, having
spent its money on the former and resolv-
ing now to be wiser and to plump for
revolutionary art, purchases an X and a Y
only to find that, instead of buying the
works of a new Seurat or a second Cezanne,
it has, in the old phrase, been 'sold again'.
Nor is this quite the end of the difficulty.

You will have noticed that in writing of
Edward Armitage I qualify my rather
disobliging words with a good deal of care;

I say that he cannot be considered a oeg
good painter and that our interest in his
work is on the whole historical and sociologi-
cal. This is not understatement, it is
cowardice. Thirty years ago I should quite
bluntly and unequivocally have dismissed
the poor chap, but since then we have
become cautious, a new generation has
begun to disinter that which in my youth
we had believed to be eternally buried.
Mr Betjeman began the process with his
modest pleas for Victorian Gothic, he has
been followed l>y an impetuous band of
enthusiasts who have resurrected the Pre-
Raphaelites, Alma Tadema and the New
English Art Club. Is it possible that
Augustus Turnbull will have his day again,
or even, horribile dictu, that Derain will be
rejected? As Roger Fry once said: 'It is
conceivable that I may be quite wrong
about Cezanne, as a previous generation
was wrong about Landseer, but', he added,
'I don't believe it for one moment.'n
the same way I personally am quite con-
vinced that the City Art Gallery would
have done better to have bought Van
Gogh than Pettie and that this judgment
will never he reversed in any foreseeable
future.

Nevertheless I have, I think, said enough
to show in what a maze we find ourselves.
What is the way out? In a sense there is
none, for judgments concerning the value
of a work of art must always be much
more fugitive and disputable than judg-
ments concerning the value of a pound of
sugar or a ton of coal. Nevertheless, I think
that we can discover a principle that may
be of use.
We may do so by restating the problem

in rather different terms. The reason why
galleries have made so many mistakes
during the past hundred and fifty years,
particularly when dealing with modern
works, is that public galleries are, neces-
sarily, social bodies, governed in the main
by elected representatives who are, inev-
itably, responsive to social judgments
concerning art. So long as these bodies
depend upon their own wisdom in making
purchases they must, inevitably, buy at the
top of the market, for the market is no
more than an expression of social taste.
Moreover, social taste is notoriously fickle;
it finds its purest form and most striking



expression in women's fashions which,
obeying an implacable law, become dowdy
and despicable however attractive they
may appear at the hour of their birth,
when once the ineluctable process of
development has made them unfashion-
able. The merit of the artist is—or at least
has been during the past hundred and fifty
years—precisely his indifference to social
valuations, his insistence upon his own
sensations, regardless of established 'good
taste'. His work is only likely to be ac-
quired by a patron who shares his spirit
of independence or is sufficiently wealthy
to buy works that were once noncon-
formist but have now become acceptable.
Our remedy lies, therefore, in giving the

individual more initiative and more money.
As Mr Ronald Alley has pointed out in a
recent article in The Museums journal, 'If
the museum committees have taken the
trouble to appoint a gallery director who is
an authority on modern art, then it is in
the best interests of all concerned that
they should follow his advice....'o this
I w ould only add that he should be given a

much larger purchasing grant and support-
ed by his committee, right or zcrong, for
we cannot suppose that he will always be
right, all we know is that he is much less
likely to be wrong than any committee.
Secondly, we should encourage the

private collector, who again will back his
fancy regardless of social pressure, to be
generous. Sir Anthony Blunt, in a recent
letter to The Tintes, pointed out that in the
United States the donor is actively en-
couraged by an adjustment of Federal
Taxation which gives him the strongest
possible incentive to be generous to public
galleries. The Courtaulds, the Lanes, the
Burrells of this country would have many
imitators if we were to adopt legislation of
this kind.
Either. way we need the courage that

comes of individual responsibility, of a
willingness to take risks and, of course, the
wisdom and generosity to give the indi-
vidual his chance. The results of an
opposing policy are to be seen in the gaps
upon our walls and the multitudinous
ranks in our cellars.

3.
Barges on Ihe 7harnes,
1903, by Andre Derain
l1880-1954)
32 x 39 inches.
Bought 1937.



Calendar of Notable E

Temple Newsam House

Open daily, including Sundays,
October to April, 11.30a.m. to dusk
May to September, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.

Wednesday 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

An Exhibition of Glass
October 6 to November 5

Glass-making as a creative art through the ages.
A Festival exhibition.

Leeds Art Gallery

Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

An Exhibition of Prints
October 6 to November 12

Print-making as a fine art since the fifteenth
century.
A Festival exhibition.

School of Architecture
November 25 to December 10

Leeds Maps—A Record of the City's Growth

November 18 to December 3

Leeds Fine Arts Club—Annual Exhibition

December 2 to December 17

Arts Council Film Shoro

December 14 7.30 p.m.

4. Temple Aetosam House detail. 1(i99 engrat inc.



vents in Yorkshire Galleries

Other Exhibitions

Bradford Bradford Art Club
Four Yorkshire Artists
Drawings by the Camden Town School (A.C.)
Francis Danby Exhibition (A.C.)

to October 22
to October 22
October 7 to October 28
November 11 to December 3

Brighouse Theatrical Design in England since 1945 (A.C.)
Trees Exhibition (A.E.B.)
Worcester Porcelain (V. & A.)
Huddersfield Art Society, Annual Exhibition

October 7 to October 21
October 28 to November 25
November 18 to January 8
December 2 to December 30

Doncaster Doncaster Racing Pictures
Doncaster School of Art, Annual Exhibition

October 7 to November 5
November 16 to December 10

H arrogate 100 Years of Modern Art—Fine Art Trade Guild
Victorian Narrative Paintings (V. & A.)

to October 15
December 2 to December 31

Huddersfield Huddersfield Art Society
Wedgwood Ware (V. & A.)
Architecture Today (A.C.)

October 21 to November 18
October 28 to December 18
November 11 to December 2

Hull Hull Art Club Exhibition
Hull Photographic Society
Contemporary Murals (V. &. A.)

to October 8
to October 28
October 7 to November 27

Keighley Shakespeare —Dressing the Part (V. & A.)
Wedgwood Ware (V. & A.)
Royal Society of British Artists (A.E.B.)

to October 24
to October 23
November 23 to December 30

Scarborough Scarborough Art Society, Autumn Exhibition
Herbert Powell Collection of British Watercolours
and Drawings (A.E.B.)

October 6 to November 7

November 11 to December 30

Sheffield Royal Society of Portrait Painters 1960 (A.E.B.)
Japanese Colour Prints (V. & A.')

Samuel Palmer Exhibition
Drawings by Painters (A.C.)

to October 21
October 1 to October 24
October 21 to November 26
December 16 to January 6

Wakefield Paintings by Sydney Nolan November 4 to November 25

Arts Council Film Shows
Huddersfield
Hull

December 13
December 16

A.C. = Arts Council A.E.B.= Art Exhibitions Bureau V. & A. = Victoria & Albert Museum
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5.
Studley Royal.
The Stable block tleft)
and .4islabie's House,
tohich tous destroyed by
fire 'zn 1946, Studley Royal

A Yorkshire Landscape Garden

by Geoffrey Beard

"Studley Royal, Fountains Abbey and
Hall, and the grand lay-out of woodland
and water in the valley connecting them,
form together one of the most romantic
places in England." With these words
Mr Christopher Hussey prefaced the first
of three Gountry Life articles (25th July,
1st August, 8th August 1931)on this grand
Yorkshire estate. The intervening thirty
years have witnessed two events which
amend these articles, which in themselves
are remarkable for many shrewd observa-
tions subsequently proved correct by
documentary research. The house of
Studley Royal, other than the impressive
stable-block, was destroyed by fire on
13th April 1946, and secondly within the
last three years the family archives have

been catalogued by the National Register
of Archives and made accessible to
students. They provide some facts for
assessing the remarkable achievements of
John Aislabie (1670—1742).

In 1699, at the time the neighbouring
Earl of Carlisle was turning to Sir John
Vanbrugh for the erection of Castle How-
ard, and the grand mansion of Kiveton
was being decorated by Laguerre, Tijou,
Jonathan Maine and others for the first
Duke of Leeds, John Aislabie succeeded
to the Studley Estate. He was a keen and
reasonably able politician, much set upon
increasing his fortune and in 1714 he
became Treasurer to the Navy. This office
of great dignity and profit well fitted him
for the greater responsibilities he assumed

10



on becoming Chancellor of the Exchetluet
in 1718. Unfortunately his support of the
South Sea Company brought an early and
disastrous termination to his career, al-
though no indication of this appears in the
Studley archives. They are sparse indeed
(perhaps not surprisingly) for these critical
years of his career.
In December 1716, the Tudor house of

the Mallory family at Studley Royal
(Aislabie's mother v as the elder daughter
of Sir John iMallory) was destroyed by
fire. John, writing from London to a
relative, concludes that the fire had been
deliberately started by a servant, Anne
Gill. After the initial inconvenience how-
ever Aislabie saw that here was the
opportunity to rebuild and to surround
thc house wit.h an impressive g;irdcn
setting. A mile away lay the ruins of
Fountains Abbey, and whilst Aislabie was
destined to disappointment in trying to
add them to his possessions, they acted as a
constant reminder that his schemes must
match them in grandeur.
We know nothing of thc work of 1717

and almost nothing of Aislabie's architect
and garden designer, if indeed he used
one. There is evidence of his own abilities
and considerable interest in the running
of the estate. He was friendly with Robert
Benson, Lord Bingley, who was also trans-
forming his Yorkshire estate at Bramham.
Sir John Vanbrugh had stayed in the same
house often when visiting the Robinson
1'amily. John Ailsabie's sister Mary married
Sir William Robinson and she writes to
her son Metcalfe, "...we have had dined
here Mr Vanbrook and all ye broaken
officers in town", and again, "Yesterday at
Lady Vanbrughs I had nothing to do but
criticise in my own mind Sir Johns
wonderful taste in Architecture felicitating
myself upon yr having none of his thick
walls to pull down...." He knew John
James and also Colin Campbell who
worked for the Robinsons and whose
advice, with that of Roger Morris, he
relied on in later years.
A careful reading of James's Theory

and Practice of Gardening (1712), to which
Aislabie subscribed, lends slight support to
his being Aislabie's adviser. Mr Howard
Colvin first noted that in the Harley papers
at Welbeck is a list of 'Persons of

Quality'ho

would vouch for James's character,
many ofwhom he had "served in the busi-
ness of their buildings". One of these was
'Mr Aislabie'ho seems to have followed
the author's advice in part

"When the great lines and chief walks
are laid out... then the rest of the
garden is to be furnished with
fountains, canals, figures, etc...."

However all that is certain is that Ais-
labie entrusted the early work at Studley
itself into the care of his agent, John
Storaker, his two masons, John Simpson,
and after Simpson's death on 7th December
1728, the experienced Westminster man,
Robert Doe, and to his gardener, William
Fisher. Since Professor Geoffrey Webb
noted a reference in 1928 to "Mr Aislabie's
mason, a certain Doe" in the Castle
Howard Mss., Robert Doe, who pro-
nounces himself in a surviving bond to be
"of the Parish of St. Ann's in the liberty
of Westminster, Mason", and to be "held
and firmly bound unto Rt Hon John Ais-
labie for / 130"has emerged as a proficient
man, working also at Castle Howard and
Temple Newsam House.
Storaker's accounts, 1716—26, make no

mention of an architect, or of any garden
work occurring prior to August 1718.
There is however a memorandum in an
eighteenth-century hand which suggests
earlier work which I have been unable to
confirm by more exact references.

"Hutton Ponds made by J. Aislabie
January 3 1715. Tower at How Hill
proposed to be built, 16 May 1718.
Stones ordered to be taken from
Stainley Hall, dismantled, to How
Hill for building the Tower 20
March 1722. Park wall building in
1717,next Fountains, 8 foot high...."

Stainley Hall was certainly surveyed by
Thompson of Knaresborough for Aislabie
and the Tower on How Hill is near the
Fountains —Markington road, but is now
ruined and preserved in the terms of an
'ancient monument'.
On 5th August 1718, William Falcon-

bridge is one of several labourers paid for
"17dayes work at the Canall". Seven days
later 'Mr Herve', presumably the French-
man, Daniel Herve (Harvey), who settled
at York and worked at Castle Howard and
Wentworth Castle, was paid g3 10s. Od.
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for "2 flower potts". In August 1719John
Simpson, stone-cutter, and thereafter for
nine years to be the principal mason, is
paid $37 1 ls. 4d. "for work at ye Cascade".
Similar payments continue throughout the
years. Harvey reappears again in October
1724, when he is paid gl 1 13s. 5d. "for
carving in Studley Chapel", presumably
the one which existed within the How Hill
Tower.
The Canal and Cascade are, of course,

main features, but as Mr Hussey suspected
in 1931,Aislabie's troubles with the South
Sea Company led him to prolong for some
years completion of his house and park.
Indeed the stables were not built until
1728—9, years which were to see the erec-
tion of the garden temples, bridge and
the completion of the features of the main
lay-out. The house was partly completed
by 1724—5, although the superb stucco
decoration, by Giuseppe Cortese and his
man Giuseppe Tadei, was dated, as the
surviving accounts show, 1748—52 and cost
towards $500. It replaces some earlier work
by William Perritt of York. Chimney
pieces were provided by Richard Fisher
of Ripon and York, and Charles Mitley
of York, the apprentice of Daniel Harvey.
Apart from this later work, mainly for
Aislabie's son William, we find few details
of the building of the house. On 1st
January 1718, Aislabie writes to 'dear
Jack'o say "I have likewise sent downe
two boxes, one with glass for the new
window to be put up in the drawing
roome at Studley...." Joiners and gilders
are still being paid in 1734 and Richard
Fisher was carving architraves and festoons
for the 'new Belding'n 1733.
Apart from the lack of evidence about

an architect or garden designer the actual
work of construction of the garden features
in 1727—32 is reasonably well defined.
Working under John Simpson's direction
'Thomas Buck, mason'orked for these
years on the Rotundo, High Cascade, the
Well, the great Dam, Greenhouse, the new
Stable, the 'Ballasteade Wall', and the
Coping. Stone came from "Plumpton
Quarry according to ye agreement made
with Mr Fisher for ye Rottond and ye
Stables etc., at 2>d. pr Superficiall foot",
also for the High Cascade Flank Wall, and
Storaker's accounts show other major

stone sources were Hutton Moor. Richard
Moor was paid g3 18s. 6d. for 'leading
Stone to the Cascade'n 1727—8 and
surface stone for the Canal bank from
Galphay Moor which lies to the north-
west of the estate. These eff'ective cascades
and canals were mainly created by using
the little River Skell flowing swiftly past
the Abbey ruins. At the head of the Lake
nearer to the house and stables, John
Simpson erected the 'Pillars for the
Spinkes'Sphinxes) which still survive,
and with Thomas Buck, was responsible
for the Cascade, the Fishing Houses with
their Venetian windows, and the design
and erection of the Bridge. His simple
design for this survives, dated 6th jan-
uary 1727. Whilst Fisher worked under
Aislabie's instructions levelling ground,
Simpson and his men worked on the Canal.
In August 1728, John Rowell of High

Wycombe provided a 'large Ingin'ntend-
ed "for the Reservoir to the house, and to
serve the oblisk in the large Bason"
(j33 9s. 4d.) and repaired the 'Fire

Ingin'f23

9s. 4d.). John Telford and William
Perfect provided seeds, and Robert Doe
came dov, n from London late in 1727 ready
to do the garden Temples. Writing to
Fisher on 11th February 1728, Aislabie
says "...but the first thing that is to be
done is to get Stone for the Temple that
Mr Doe is about and then for the
Stables... but your first work must be
planting which now the Season requires...." He tells Fisher that "Lord Bingley
raised his stone at 5 farthings a foot", and
whilst there is little documentation for
Bram ham, the other superb Yorkshire
landscape, Bingley's letterbook for 22nd
February 1727—8 shows that, like Ais-
labie at this time, he was also engaged in
active garden lay-out —"but whenever
the weather is drye enough and the Park
does not cut, my Lord wod have him
applye his whole strength in digging the
new Cannale that is marked out for the
water and carry the Earth into the line
that goes to the house as already begun..."
But Bramham, interesting as it was to
Aislabie, and even more so to its owner,
is another story.
The Temple referred to was the Temple

of Piety—sometimes known as the Temple
of Ancient Virtue which stands near the
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6.
Atudley Royal.
7 he Temple of Piety,
built by Robert Doe.
1728-30.

7.
,Studley Royal.
The Long Canal, mostly
constructed 1728—30.



8.
Fountains Abbey frozn
the Surprise View

9.
Fountains Abbey from
the Half Moon Lake

The >1bbey was added to
the Studley Fistzzte in
1 788.



Moon Pool. Dr Arnold Noach has
pointed out to me that Aislabie, or Doe,
or the anonymous 'designer', could not
have built this Temple without knowledge
of Antonio Labaco's reconstruction of the
Temple of Jupiter, an engraving which in
Aislabie's day was almost two hundred
years old. Doe also did the Temple of
Fame, and his undated estimate and draw-
ing for the Pyramid in Sutton Park
(f247 10s. 4d.) survives. We have noted
that Thomas Buck was working at the
Rotundo in 1728. Richard Fisher pro-
vided a chimney piece for its lowerroom
in January 1748, and the building can be
seen in the two of the four views of Studley
Royal by Balthazar Nebot which were
illustrated in Country Life in 1931.
Prior to his death Simpson had been

working out the superficial stone content
and an estimate for building the Stables.
Aislabie had been urging him for exact
details, but it was left to Doe to carry out
the actual work in 1729—30, working
seemingly under general guidance from
Aislabie who in turn was advised by Colin
Campbell and Roger Morris. In 1730 Doc
had twenty-one men working under him.
Campbell's Yorkshire activities are of

very considerable interest. He designed
Sir Charles Hotham's Beverley house in
1715, Ebberston near Scarborough for
Hotham's relative, W. Thompson, and
Newby Inow Baldersby) Park for Sir
William Robinson and his son Metcalfe.
The Studley documents mention Newby
and Campbell several times and show that
on this occasion he used William Etty as
his clerk of works as did Vanbrugh at
Castle Howard and Seaton Delaval. One
letter of Campbell's survives at Studley
Royal. It is dated 26th August 1729—
three weeks before his death—and tells
Aislabie that he is glad the stables are in
active construction. He continues "when
R. Morris returned from the north he told
me he had called at Studley and brought
me three different designs for the Arcade
of which two were very ugly...." A
further letter from Morris is relevant, and
indicates a closer connection with Camp-
bell than has perhaps hitherto been
suspected. Writing from London on 11th
August 1729, a fortnight before the letter
just referred to, he says "Mr Campbell has

I u

examined the Arcade and thinks this design
will be the best... he would have wright
to you on this afaire but was taken ill in
Norfolke and with grate dificulty gott to
London and continues very bad. The
Grove must be Equlatral triangles and I
forth of the High of the Rusticks".
Earlier in this article I mentioned

Aislabie's disappointment at not being
able formally to add Fountains Abbey to
his estate. He continued the work of
building and improvements over his
extensive possessions well into the 1730's.
The vouchers of this period however are
largely those dealing with the activities of
William Aislabie who succeeded his father
in 1742. With many more weeks of re-
search it might be possible eventually to
answer a number of questions about the
estate in these later years. Certainly most
of the interior decoration of the house
belonged to William's period. The formal
estate with its several dramatic features,
the curious rustication on the bridge and
garden temples, referred to in the accounts
as 'carving frost', the canal cascades and

zzunz z z

10.
Stud'ley Royal.
The Classical Rotunda,
ereczed for 11'illzanz
!Jislabie. c. 1770.
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so on, owed but little to William. He
added the Abbey ruins in 1768 thus
realising 'posthumously'is father's ambi-
tion. John Aislabie had been forced to be
content with the essence ofArthur Young's
later dictum—"Ruins generally appear
best at a distance. If you approach them
the efTect is weakened".
Six years earlier William added a portico

to the south front elevation of the house.
It is said he indignantly refused Capa-
bility Brown's offer of assistance in land-
scaping the abbey vale. He toyed with
Chinese temples, built the Gothic Octagon
Tower in keeping with prevaihng taste,
and created a pleasure garden. A cata-
logue of goods dated September 1768 was
delivered by John Nicholson to Robert
Doe (who had remained in William's
service) "for William Aislabie's pleasure
garden". At one stage Doe discussed with
William a plan to convert the stables to a
Chapel, but this certainly seems to have
failed. William died in 1781 and since
then the succession has been varied.
William entailed the estate on his two

daughters in succession. After their death,
Studley went to Thomas Robinson, second
Earl de Grey, and subsequently to his
nephew, the first Marquess of Ripon.
Finally the estate passed to Mr Clare
Vyner in right of his grandmother, a
daughter of the first Earl de Grey, who
had married Henry Vyner of Newby Hall.
Mr Vyner's son, Henry, now administers
the estate, and the last significant chapter
in the story is the recent opening to the
public of the Studley Royal Stable Block,
used for many years as a residence.
To pace this great park with its impres-

sive canal, lakes, statues and temples and
the Cistercian ruins at the head is to come
nearer to the mind of its creator, John
Aislabie, than any corpus of sparse baRing
documentation.
(I am indebted in the preparation of

this article to Mr Henry Vyner, Mr A. T.
Browne, Assistant Land Agent at Studley
Royal, Mr Christopher Hussey, and Mr
Miles Hadfield, who pointed out the pos-
sibility of John James being Aislabie's
adviser.)

11.
Studley Royal.
7he Gothic Octa«on
7ouer, 1748. <it FPi4
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